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MPR’s Newscut informs us of a crass stunt by a KDWB’s morning show. This time the
publicity move disguised as tasteless humor was a rendition of “Tears in Heaven” that takes aim at the Hmong
community. (It’s totally shocking that a morning show would did something dumb and offensive, I know. Must
be a weekday morning that ends in y.) But the stunt worked: both KDWB’s Facebook page and the Newscut
comments filled up with reactions and the story is making its way around to blogs and news outlets.
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13 Reader Comments

Erica M Mar 31 2011
9:09 am

Oh FFS. And, once again, nobody gets how privilege works either.

Cat Mar 31 2011
12:15 pm

And, once, again, people think that racism is funny or that someone being offended by this should “lighten up.” 
*UGH*

champs Mar 31 2011
1:58 pm

Key to the allegation of an -ism is malice, and it’s a crime you’re guilty of until proven innocent. I’ll take a racist
joke, and dish out a sexist one in friendly company, but it’s playing with fire when you get outside that circle. I
hope KDWB burns.

Theresa Mar 31 2011
2:27 pm

This people at KDWB are a bunch of racists and cowards, I will bet they will not dare to make fun of blacks
because they are afraid they will be kiss in their bony assess.

kwatt Mar 31 2011
3:19 pm

Why does anyone even listen to morning radio anyway? I have 5 presets in my car and odds are high that all of
them are either talking or at commercial at the same time. No music whatsoever. 
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justpbob Mar 31 2011
3:24 pm

I just listen to MPR now.

Ryan Apr 3 2011
7:49 am

That song is racist.

altın çilek Apr 3 2011
10:51 am

KDWB are a bunch of racists and cowards, I will bet they will not dare to make fun of blacks because they are
afraid they will be kiss in their bony assess.

DXiong Apr 4 2011
7:48 pm

KDWB has a history of being racist. And they don’t change, even after they “apologize” because it’s really not
an apology. It’s the “I’m NOT sorry about MY racist actions, I’m just sorry that YOU were offended. It’s YOUR
fault that you’re offended.

Compare these two”apologies” from KDWB regarding racism on the air:

2006: “KDWB does not condone making light of Islam and Muslims. We regret that listeners found the ‘Muslim
Jeopardy!’ comedy skit of one of our on-air hosts to be insensitive.”

2011: “While we’ve received positive feedback from many Hmong listeners who let us know that they found the
song in question very humorous, we apologize to anyone we may have inadvertently offended, as this was never
our intent.”

Same people, same behavior, same racism!

Rat Apr 4 2011
7:58 pm

My suggestion would be not to listen to the station. It’s not like they’re playing music you cannot find
somewhere else.

cubbie Apr 4 2011
8:20 pm

Not good enough, Rat.  The people want their pound of flesh.
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greenishery Apr 4 2011
10:37 pm

Serious? better than listening to trash anyways. its kinda like this… you mess with one of us, you mess with all of
us.

Ella Apr 17 2011
11:21 pm

These 3 bullies proved either their ignorance or their lack of gratitude and sensitivity.
Did SteveO know that the Hmong people are the same people that rescued American pilots when their planes got
shot down by the Vietkong during the Vietnam war?  Did Dave Ryan know that his American government was
using Hmong soldiers, some as young as 8 years old, to literally take a bullet while trying to stop the enemy’s
supplies caravan on the Ho Chi Minh trail?  Did KKKDWB know that when Saigon fell to the North Vietnamese,
and the Americans retreated safely back to the U.S., that the North Vietnamese went on a genocidal campaign to
kill every Hmong man, woman, and child for their alliance with the US?
Dave Ryan, SteveO and KDWB probably think the Hmong people ELECTED to come to this frozen tundra bc
of the great selection of radio stations to listen to while ice fishing.  
Dave Ryan, SteveO and KDWB probably think that the Hmong people had a town meeting and all 200,000
Hmong survivors left from the pre Vietnam war population of 3,000,000, all unanimously voted to give up their
own country, leave EVERYTHING they’ve ever owned, walk across a whole country on foot, then cross the
Mekong River in the dark of night to avoid getting shot at by communist soldiers, all so they could go live in a
cold, foreign land called Minnesota, where they would clearly be disadvantaged and everyday would be a
struggle to survive.  
The tragedy here is that there is a huge misconception of the Hmong people and Dave Ryan, SteveO and KDWB
just contributed to the suffering the Hmong have already endured.  
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6 comments in past 24 hours

Delta's spending something like $2 billion upgrading terminals and inflight service. The food choices at MSP are
good now, this could only make the...

Rat May 19 2011 - 7:35 am →

I guess instead of asking I should just do some looking. Where better than the old Urban Dictionary: "A
portmanteau or blend word derived from com...

Rat May 19 2011 - 6:32 am →

I'm curious about the evolution of the term "bankster." Seems to be recent. 

Rat May 19 2011 - 6:29 am →

Yes, Rat: there 'will' be lot's of people retiring, but that will not happen till they are 62 - 65 for the first group,
then 65 - 67, and younger a...

annoyed mom May 19 2011 - 1:23 am →

I guess I'm old, but I still refer to the "Cowboy Slim's" site as the "Taco Cabana" site.

Jeff May 18 2011 - 5:05 pm →

Apprentice ninjas. That's all I'm sayin'.

noodleman May 18 2011 - 3:11 pm →

The Rat has almost stopped going into bars, because he's so tired of getting Woo-ed at. 

Rat May 18 2011 - 12:34 pm →

People have often called me a woo-girl.

kwatt May 18 2011 - 12:32 pm →
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I need to get out more.

noodleman May 18 2011 - 12:08 pm →

And where there are woo-girls, there are douchebags ready to buy them drinks.

champs May 18 2011 - 10:49 am →

Tonight, David Ulin, LA Times book critic, author, editor; tomorrow teens from the Inroads program; Fri,
Mentor Series. http://ow.ly/4XAOp about 16 hours ago

Chef Jack's Market Fish feature is Lobster & Dumplings - softly sautéed yucca dumplings and lobster, wild
leeks,... http://fb.me/11OpG6Uz8 about 1 day ago

Time for Stone Soup with Pam K! Tune in from 10am to 12 noon! about 22 hours ago

Don’t miss Oyu Oru Afro-Cuban Dance Ensemble performing at the Children’s Fest this year! Check them out:
http://bit.ly/ilJkkj #fhfest2011 about 18 hours ago

MN Opera offers 3-opera package for $50!

Read more →
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Read more →
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